The most signifi cant contributions of new technologies to the implementation of sustainable urban travel policies appear to be twofold: a bett er understanding of users' behavior, and the improvement of interfaces between operators.
Introduction
Smart cards have long been sought as a technology that would revolutionize fare payment in metropolitan areas. To date, smart card programs have been implemented in Washington, Chicago, Boston, and other U.S. cities. These implementations, however, have only begun to tap the potential for smart cards to aff ect the transport system. When applied as a commercial means for implementing sustainable transport policies, smart cards enable new business models that fundamentally question the regulatory system. highlights how smart cards can be used for investigating customer behavior, while Bagchi and White (2004) describe smart cards' potential for implementing new payment procedures in public transport. These two features can be merged in developing smart card systems that will enable superstores to off er free transit rides to their customers (Yokoe 2005) . Such new services, it is argued, will encourage people to use public transport instead of private motoring. Indeed, superstores already provide free elevators and free escalators within their premises; this paper considers extending this principle to the public transport lines beyond their premises. Hereaft er, we will refer to such a service as a "virtual elevator."
The virtual elevator concept is a logical step toward further integration of the transport system (Rothengatt er 1991). Such a development is in line with the scenarios for 2020 established by Reynaud and Braun (2001) which stressed that successful innovation in transport would rely more upon improved organization than on pure technological development. By examining a virtual elevators pilot program in Japan, this essay will explore the possibilities of such a scheme and its meaning for actual practice in the U.S. and in Europe.
In Japan, the private sector has recently launched initiatives, such as the new "PiTaPa" program (Postpay IC for "Touch and Pay"), the brand name of the Surutt o Kansai scheme, which employs smart cards for billing and fi nancial services. Through these eff orts, private companies have shown that they are able to negotiate conditions and tariff s with a wide range of operators to bring them voluntarily into a common scheme, whereas public authorities regularly fail in reaching consensus on similar topics. As a consequence, one may wonder whether the state and municipalities should bett er give up their regulatory roles and enter such schemes purely as partners, providing public services (a library, for instance) against electronic payments, or if there are still reasons for stronger involvement.
Financial Model
The virtual elevator model is similar to frequent fl ier programs, in which program participants receive "air-miles" that can be redeemed for a given range of rewards and benefi ts, especially free air tickets. In frequent fl ier programs, a percentage of passenger fees are set aside to pay for the subsequent redemption of rewards. Surutt o Kansai expects the PiTaPa scheme to run on a 2 percent fee (Yokoe 2005, slide 58) to be paid by all customers. Virtual elevator schemes diff er from frequent fl ier miles programs, which off er regular customers a special reward worth one hundred Euros or more. Virtual elevator schemes provide all customers with a regular reward that only has a relatively low monetary value.
Using the word "elevator" as a metaphor for free public transport connections to superstores suggests that all people who simply "are within" superstores may travel for free, which is indeed what they do when they use elevators. Yet, this logical option may prove extremely expensive in practice. Therefore, we will make a distinction between two diff erent virtual elevator schemes: the "common virtual elevators," which are common to all people who visit a department store (row 1 in Table 1 ) and the "customers' virtual elevators," which only customers who buy something can benefi t from (row 2 in Table 1 ).
Keeping in mind that both virtual elevator schemes entail important operation costs, customers are not likely to accept paying extra fees to fi nance the trips of "free riders" who visit superstores without spending any money. In the following considerations, the name "virtual elevator" will therefore be applied to the "customers' virtual elevators" category (row 2 in Table 1 ). 
New Market Potentials
Virtual elevators encourage superstore customers to use public transport, while they simultaneously encourage public transport users to visit superstores and shop within their premises. Hence, virtual elevator schemes represent typical "win-win" agreements between superstores and transport operators. Both seek to gain new clients from the group of the others' customers: they share markets which are complementary, and which do not compete against each other. Such a clear-cut and positive situation seldom occurs in practice.
The apparent autonomy of the virtual elevator concept could give the impression that there is no reason for any sort of state involvement. Still, we will see below that this kind of development is likely to generate problems that market forces do not resolve. 
Outcomes and Questions
We shall inquire how the overall system (smart cards, virtual elevator scheme) may change the life of citizens: more precisely, how it may infl uence users' private lives, modify competition between businesses, and impinge on the use of public resources. Three assumptions have been made:
1. Any customer who spends money at an affi liated superstore or company gets a free day-return on a public transport line that gives access to the business in question (virtual elevators are dedicated to customers only).
2. Superstores and affi liated companies have established close cooperation with (or ownership of) urban transport operators. Municipalities may be involved as well.
3. Virtual elevator schemes are run in densely populated areas with high economic activity, where regular overcrowding occurs at peak hours.
The fi nancial transaction company that launches and runs the complete scheme stands at the crossroads of information, fi nance and -in short -power. This company comes out as the obvious winner of the scheme. There is no clear winner or loser among the other participants: all have a role to play and the way they play it will determine the impact of the virtual elevator on society, on the economy, and on the environment. The following outcomes and fl aws require most att ention.
Although elevator schemes have a strong potential for improving participants' access to places in urban areas, advantages remain unclear for society as a whole: the most important fraction of all citizens are non-customers, who hence miss out on all the advantages, and so do the businesses that stay away from the scheme. Besides, there remain doubts that road congestion problems can be solved just because a number of customers shift from private motoring to public transport to reach a given set of spots in a city. In short, the most signifi cant benefi ts remain in the hands of participants; these benefi ts do not trickle down any further.
Weaknesses of elevator schemes show a similar patt ern: they mainly aff ect participants, and they have a more moderate eff ect on wider circles of society. Two of these weaknesses can be treated properly. First, the potential commercial disadvantage for non-affi liated businesses (more expensive access) is a business issue, even though small businesses may not be able to fi nance the equipment necessary for entering into the scheme. Second, overcrowding at peak hours is commonly considered as a traffi c management issue. Professionals can manage such questions, at least those for which they are trained.
Nevertheless, three other weaknesses appear more critical and should not be left to market forces only. The fi rst is the potential reinforcement of monopolistic cartels. Businesses could build alliances along the transport chain: a superstore could create an alliance with a transport company that stops nearby and with an important estate owner within a given area. The three partners would then provide free trips between the estate and the superstore, which would have the eff ect of virtually extending the superstore premises up to the estate. Such a strategy could be considered as an unfair competition against non-affi liated stores.
The way wide alliances of businesses may share customer information is the second fl aw that can generate potentially severe side eff ects: how far, for instance, can someone's temporarily insolvency information trickle down the alliance? In the case of a consumer not being able to pay for the goods he intends to purchase in a superstore, would some form of statement reach his landlord's ear? Or could all superstores of an alliance refuse to accept the credit card from someone being involved in a lawsuit with his property owner? And in either of these circumstances, could anyone imagine his electronic public transport pass being purely cancelled until any sort of confl ict with alliance businesses is resolved?
The third weak point is that the state and municipalities would lose a substantial part of their sovereignty over public transport strategies if they let private businesses set purely commercial rules for transport fares. There would be an impact on the political agenda in the longer term since such a development philosophy questions the essence of public services for which citizens vote and pay taxes. If access to schools and other non-profi t activities is expensive, while free to large shopping areas, these people may wonder who is ruling the city.
In addition to the above-mentioned weaknesses, virtual elevator schemes provide a wide range of uncertainties for all participants. On the potentially positive side, there are commercial and operational outcomes (for transport companies). Virtual elevators are expected to encourage people to shift from automobiles to public transport, which may increase operators' profi tability, while slightly lowering pressure on congested roads. Nevertheless, scientists believe that such "traditional" benefi ts of information technologies remain unclear (Banister and Stead 2004) .
But amongst the uncertainties some may also lead to potentially negative outcomes. Competition is an obvious issue: Non-affi liated businesses located near affi liated ones, especially those which form geographically important clusters of "non-free public transport," will lose clients as they become comparatively less accessible. Then, a risk management question arises: The risks associated with the systems' implementation and ticketing involve important liabilities, for which insurance may be needed. Nevertheless, these risks mainly represent engineering, management and business issues which professionals should be able to keep under control.
The use of public fi nances raises another question: If the state supports public transport by making land more aff ordable than pure market conditions would do, by lending money for building infrastructure, or for rehabilitation, or by subsidizing non-profi table services, then it is not clear whether citizens would agree with tax revenues being spent on supporting a transport system which is then used as a virtual elevator on certain lines? Maybe they would if they had a say in where to locate such elevators (near where they live and shop), but such public involvement has not been proposed yet. Here again, the state and municipalities have to play their role and set priorities that match the common interest. Still, the eff ect of increased demand on subsidized services remains unclear: more travelers enable a more effi cient use of the system, which decreases marginal costs. But the benefi t may not suffi ce to compensate for potential additional operating costs, which may, in the end justify higher total subsidies.
Yet the most problematic uncertainty is the one to which the public is exposed: it consists of the misuse or abuse of electronic data. The smart card payment system contains and transfers data concerning purchases, fi nancial accounts, habits, names, locations, phone numbers, and usual travel behavior. Therefore, those who may have access to the whole range of data, legally or not, have the possibility to identify customers extremely precisely, and they would be in a position not only to profi t from the situation, for instance by targeted advertising, but even to abuse it. This issue is crucial because transportation data add a supplementary dimension to citizen privacy: people can be tracked and traced with ultimate precision and in real-time. The following section highlights the sensitivity of this issue.
Privacy vs. Marketing
With real-time tracking and tracing of all cardholders along the network, businesses can further tighten the cybernetic loop that connects them with potential customers. If marketing companies have access to a range of travel behaviors and purchase records which they can match with stimuli to which cardholders have been exposed to, what would prevent them from establishing some form of psychological profi le for making marketing far more effi cient?
Just imagine this: it is 7:00 p.m., a passenger is coming back from work, exhausted and hungry. One minute before the Ikebukuro station, where he has to change trains, he receives an automatic voice message on his mobile phone:
"Dear Masato-san, you are arriving at Ikebukuro station. Did you know that Tobu stores are launching a new series of "evening-sushi"? I am pleased to invite you for a free tasting tonight. The new sushi bar is on Tobu ground fl oor, just on your way to Yamanote line. Tasting would just take one minute, you then can catch your Yamanote connection as usual. And, tonight, we can even prepare a small gift dedicated to your wife Yukiko if you just reply "YES" to this message. The free gift will be ready for you at the Tobu sushi bar as you pass by. . ."
Of course the passenger knows that the message has been prompted by a computer, based upon the data he himself provided before receiving the card as well as while traveling and buying things, and he is probably aware that he did nothing more than trigger a program as he passed the platform gates. Nevertheless, such gentle intrusions into private life, carefully tailored according to customers' habits, time and location, is far more persuasive than hundreds of traditional advertising campaigns. And even if the passenger does not follow the incentive he receives at this precise moment, he is very likely to reveal how he reacts to advertisements while he carries his smart card, which lets the data operating company investigate his behavior and then reach him exactly at the moment he may transform an intention to purchase into an act.
Among all of the stakes considered so far, privacy appears to be the most signifi cant. It seems, however, that it is also the most unclear element of the virtual elevator concept. Privacy needs to be successfully guaranteed before any att empt at implementation. Therefore, before seeking a conclusion on the global concept, we need to analyze the privacy problem; that is, how the personal data would be created, where it would circulate, and what would happen to it aft er use. This will lead to a new system architecture that should help avoiding the main fl aws.
Data Lifecycle and System Architecture
The overall procedures that enable virtual elevators must allow for three types of function: (1) they must transfer data for commercial transactions and marketing analyses; (2) they must analyze data, validate it, send invoices and (possibly) advertise; and (3) they must ensure that privacy requirements are met. The operational process is described as follows:
1) Data collection and transactions: The gates located in superstores and at transport interfaces transfer users' requests to the company that administers the database.
2) Analysis and billing: The database operator checks whether the user is entitled to the services requested and, in the case of the deal being accepted, the billing company gets involved. Usually the companies which provide private data -superstores and transport operators -do not directly exploit it, but rather they gather aggregated (hence impersonal) data for improving their services.
3) Marketing purposes vs. confi dentiality requirements: As the case of Japan suggests, the database operator is in a position to make very fi ne analyses that may serve marketing purposes; nevertheless, such potential is limited by the fact that, according to law in many industrialized countries, the operator must guarantee extremely strict confi dentiality. For instance, in the Cyberrail project, under Japanese law, Ogino (2005 B, pp.7-8) proposes to protect privacy by cleverly separating the cardholder's position information from his or her identity data. In this context, the state acts as a regulator, making sure the laws are adequate and obeyed by all those involved. Still, concerns about private or even public Orwellian surveillance remain (Orwell 1949 ).
Now we can extrapolate general practice in electronic commerce to the virtual elevator case. On the contract, the "business side" participants (billing companies and database operators, superstores, and transport companies) clearly explain the kind of services they supply to customers and the behavior they expect from them. But customers' questions and concerns are likely to be brought up only later, in the case of a problem. Unfortunately, abuse of personal data, for instance, may put a customer in a very bad situation extremely quickly, and by the time justice is carried out the damage may be irreparable.
It is extremely diffi cult for the users to evaluate for themselves, whether there are risks to participation since the full system architecture is not transparent to the user. In terms of data processing, we may expect to fi nd information technology experts miles away from lay people, which would seriously compromise the outcome of any direct dialogue between them. At this point, we see two ways of bringing the parties closer to each other: (a) by providing a sequential analysis, where each information process is carefully described and linked to all those that may potentially follow, or (b) by exploring potential outcomes, actions, and expectations at the most signifi cant steps, aft er the continuous process has been broken down to a set of "meaningful" snapshots. Even though the fi rst approach (a) would reduce the interpretation gap between experts and lay people, we reject it here since it would still require that potential card users possess a high level of data processing familiarity. On the contrary, the synthetic approach (b) would focus on essential operations which all can understand, such as those listed at the start of this section, i.e. data collection and transactions, data analysis, use of results, plus the fi nal stage of data removal. Experts, then, may consider the issues at stake during each operation and provide answers or design a system architecture that responds to the needs of concerned customers and stakeholders. These issues are displayed in Table 2 .
Next to technologies, the steps listed above obviously involve regulatory issues. The problem is that there is no established advocate for the future customers in designing the system. This is due to a deliberate business focus, which, due to market forces, is assumed to encourage customer participation without design input. Table 3 , displaying public concern about electronic transactions via smart cards (SDPC, 2004) , clearly shows that most questions relate to privacy, not to business. Effi cient information technology is, of course, an essential prerequisite for the virtual elevator scheme but, on its own, it does not suffi ce.
Data operators, state agencies as well as private companies, need to build trust between affi liated partners and customers. They should not only provide detailed information on their objectives and on the data they will handle, but also demonstrate compliance with the regulating agency accountable to the public. 1 Optional data adds information to the mere identifi cation number, but it does not threaten privacy; it may contain age group, gender, customer program affi liations and preferences. On the contrary, name and address belong to private data. They are not considered "optional."
Implementation Strategies Implementation and Project Lifecycle
Having highlighted the main stakes of the virtual elevator system, we have deepened our analysis of information processing, splitt ing the process into four snapshots (Table 2) , in which we then examined the most sensitive issues (Table 3) . As the essential objective of this paper is to consider the contribution of virtual elevators to sustainable transport policies, we now have to connect our fi ndings to the virtual elevators' implementation process.
As it is in a position to control information as well as fi nance, the database operation and fi nancial transaction company is the "natural" instigator and promoter of virtual elevators. The promoter seeks commercial partners and support from governments, with whom he shapes the project structure and its implementation strategy. Marketing services shall of course have interviewed a selection of potential customers in advance, but we can see that customers are thoroughly involved (Table 4 , raw "operation") only aft er the full system has been implemented. At that stage, no important changes can be made for incorporating citizens' concerns and, among others, bett er safeguarding their privacy.
The state is the only participant which can potentially represent citizens during the earliest phases of the project. It may infl uence the scheme's conception, implementation, and operation. It may also set the rules that regulate its termination. But state regulation on business activities does not suffi ce: one still has to suppose that some cases may exist in which lawbreakers att empt to read more data than they are allowed to. The main 
Control
Set minimal requirements Control * In order to guarantee privacy, the billing company aggregates data into anonymous "profi les" (or groups of non-identifi able individuals) before transmitting them to partners. ** Such as legal requirements (privacy, accountability), ethical issues (use of personal data, fair competition) and development strategies (especially adequacy with mid-and long-term planning policies).
problem is that cardholders have no control of the information retrieved from the cards when they pass electronic gates. Therefore, in addition to designing a system architecture that enables responsibility and effi cient information fl ow, we must also clarify what sort of information participants will store on their cards.
Process and Privacy: How Smart Should Smart Cards Be?
Safeguarding citizens' privacy vis-à-vis commercial interests requires not only that personal data should not be used for individualized marketing but that the database operator and billing company are completely independent from the other partners (superstores, transport operators, estate owners, and so on). It is not enough to presuppose that problems are unlikely to arise. Such independence between information and power must be guaranteed by the law, and public authorities should take the necessary steps.
Decoupling information and power means that each time a given task has to be performed, only the amount of information that is suffi cient and necessary is made available, which calls for "not-too-smart" cards. This principle may seem abstract, but its application has crucial consequences.
To give an example, imagine a very basic structure for data processing in a virtual elevator in which smart cards do not contain any private data ( Figure 2 ): Confi dential data is stored at a single place only, i.e. within the transaction company database. Smart cards allow for holder identifi cation (unique number) and they may contain optional data (related to groups, but not aff ecting privacy). Confi dential data is only transmitt ed in an anonymous, aggregated form to partner companies.
With this structure in mind, let us take a typical case. Customers who intend to participate in a virtual elevator scheme become members aft er they have indicated their identity, place of residence, and salary to the database operator. These data are strictly confi dential. Once the data operator and the billing company have this information, the new member needs neither to carry it along anywhere nor to transmit it to anyone. Then, when a purchase is made, it is suffi cient that the salesman knows whether the cardholder is able to pay for the goods being purchased. This means that the smart card may, in this case, only transmit a single identifi er, such as a number, which the database operator compares with the client's account and the cost of the goods to be purchased. There is no need to transmit private data, as it is already at the place where the data are being processed. The case for public transport is quite similar: the cardholder is identifi ed when he or she passes the electronic gates and the identifi er is sent, together with the gate location and the time to the data operator for processing. Journey and fare are then determined and the information is transmitt ed to the billing company. This means that the best way to safeguard privacy, on the cardholder's side, is to strictly minimize the information content of the smart card. Theoretically, that minimum might be a single number. Then it is possible to add another number for cross-checking and, on top of this, the card may contain a few optional pieces of data (gender, age group, and the like) that superstores may directly use for marketing purposes. Still, it is essential that this data not contain any sensitive (that is, mainly personal) information.
Summary and Conclusion
This paper has explored the implications for citizens, the state and other stakeholders, as well as for sustainable transport, of using a single smart card system to charge customers for goods and reward them with journeys on public transport. A special feature of smart cards is that they are able to communicate with fi nancial and billing companies at nearly any distance. The Japanese fi nance company Surutt o Kansai proposes to use a new smart card system as a single means of payment for public transport, superstores, and other purposes. In this concept, smart card holders would receive free journeys with public transport when they shop at affi liated superstores. This fare exemption would be compensated by a fee of approximately 2 percent that would be levied on all purchases. This scheme can be interpreted as the commerce drawing a parallel between public transport and superstore elevators, with full integration of transport expenditure within the superstore's operating costs.
Such a smart card system not only allows superstores to extend their zone of infl uence into the external world, but should also stimulate a shift from private motoring towards public transport (Figure 1) , hence reducing carrelated problems and saving parking spaces. Public transport companies would be able to take new users onboard and they could pass fare calculations for all smart card holders to the billing company. That company could even facilitate the transfer of travelers between various operators of transport because it has the data on all the completed journeys. By gathering the great diversity of metropolitan transport systems into a single and homogeneous unit, the virtual elevator provides a good example of how new technologies enable the invention of a new range of services.
Implementing virtual elevators delivers important assets in favor of a more sustainable urban mobility. Nevertheless, the advantages should not conceal the diffi culties and risks. Questions remain about some fundamental issues. First, and perhaps most serious, is the diffi culty of ensuring that citizens' privacy is not threatened in that cardholders transmit confi dential data to the billing and fi nancial company. Cardholders must receive a full guarantee that data will only be used within the defi ned framework, and only for the purpose stated and that it will not be transmitt ed any further. The holder must also be sure that the database will be protected against any unauthorized external access. Finally, all data must be defi nitively erased aft er a given period of time, or once the contract has ended. We suggest a system architecture (Figure 2 ) that clarifi es technical privacy issues.
A second question relates to the use of public funds that have been assigned to public transport. Generally the taxpayers support public transport by means of state subsidies (for provision of infrastructure, maintenance, nonprofi table services, and so on). But virtual elevators have a fundamentally commercial objective. Should they, nevertheless, benefi t from public money as well, or should their fares merely refl ect true costs? In this perspective, the virtual elevator can be considered as a value-capturing system, by which the stores along the transport line return to the public transport companies a part of the benefi t generated by improved access.
Then there is the question of discrimination among stores. Superstores gain obvious commercial advantages when they extend their zones of free mobility into the external world. But this questions the limits of fair competition between businesses: the stores that are not equipped (particularly the small ones) with the electronic devices for running smart card schemes become less accessible. These stores will be discriminated against. Moreover, if the fee consists of a fi xed percentage of the sales amount, whereby a customer may get one ticket or none, all shops which 179 generate smaller sales by customers than the superstores are penalized: in the end, they collect a lower fee, while still having to fi nance a given number of free tickets.
The obvious leitmotif associated with virtual elevator concepts, whatever they are called, is the promotion of public transport . Indeed, public authorities as well as citizens are keen to consider such initiatives as "sustainable" or, for projects in developing countries, as examples of Clean Development Mechanisms (Kato et al. 2003) and, therefore, worthy of support. We have assumed this so far. Still, one may wonder whether the public transport aspect is being used as a socially strong argument to persuade politicians and might later be extended for also fi nancing "free parking" or "free gasoline" or both. If virtual elevators merely follow business rules, they may extend to any kind of transport. As long as promoters do not commit themselves to stick to sustainable mobility, there is no reason to believe that they will do so. They may extend the scheme to private motorists as well. This issue needs to be clarifi ed. Public authorities can play a role here, discussing the system with the promoters and sett ing rules that guide the implementation of travel policies, and hence their eff ects, in the long term.
A customer may view virtual elevators as "free transport," which is only part of the global picture, since they entail important costs. Nevertheless, virtual elevators may be justifi ed, even if the public transport is subsidized. The main issue is to make sure that superstores bear the costs appropriately, without passing them to the public transport system. Assuming that the state's involvement in virtual elevator schemes would not generate obstacles to healthy innovation, there is still is an important need for regulation. The outcomes analysis and the study of the data lifecycle (Table  2 ) demonstrated the importance of the state's role in terms of privacy: it is hard to conceive that any other authority would ensure that people could preserve their rights. As institutions, the state and municipalities may suggest which questions people ask before entering into any such schemes (see, for instance, Table 3 ). They may also provide legal support to citizens. Holistic investigation of the virtual elevator lifecycle (Table 4 ) defi nes the context in which the state and municipalities have to set rules on privacy and legal limits, and the extent to which these need to be clear. This is what we would call "smart regulation": lett ing business forces act where they are doing well, especially in innovation, while simultaneously making sure that competition and the quest for profi t remain ethical. The uncertainties that surround the implementation process support the argument in favor of the state's and municipalities' strong involvement as a guarantee that the policies follow their "genuine objectives," that is, that they cannot be biased toward mere commercial advantage and possibly environmental damage aft er their most profi table part has been implemented. Finally, in terms of infrastructure and operational subsidies, the state needs to have a very clear picture of public money use: when it comes to fi nancing private profi t, public resources should be assigned only aft er services have been exhaustively specifi ed, with clear explanation of regulatory regimes over a long term. I assume we'll want to sustain any mode of transport only if we judge it to be eff ective and desirable, and of course, only if we think we can aff ord to sustain it. Over time, we've abandoned any number of modes that failed those tests -horsecars, trolleycars, and pullmancars, among others; and we've kept those that passed the tests -most notably motorcars, airplanes, and ships. In retrospect, it seems we've been prett y draconian in rejecting transport modes that have failed in the market place of public favor. Now the test for sustainability is being pressed most vociferously against the automobile, because cars pollute a lot, use a lot of land, injure and kill a lot of people, and consume a lot of petroleum. More than that, and perhaps most important of all, automobiles have accumulated a growing circle of critics who regard cars as instruments of evil, deserving to be rejected into the dustbin where the world's sinful and dangerous instruments are consigned.
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I fi nd this sentiment peculiar, especially when voiced by liberals who are quick to defend the have-nots of the world. I say peculiar because the poor typically have-not cars as well as the other accoutrements of modern society. Of course, it's not only the poor who want cars, but the vast majorities of populations everywhere. Witness the current explosion in the market for cars in China, where but few consumers have been able to aff ord the ones that have made it into the marketplace. But we don't need to look to far-off China to gauge consumer demand. A glance out of any offi ce window anywhere in the U.S. should suffi ce, for Americans remain the world's most avid consumers of cars. If the low-income groups could aff ord what others own, numbers of cars on our roads would be greater than they already are.
There can be but few questions about why that should be so, because the personal car has become equivalent to the magic carpet. It allows one to go whenever and wherever fancy or perceived need may direct, and at a tolerable price. Cars create access to jobs, medical services, recreational facilities, friends and kin, and indeed to the wide spectrum of opportunities that are the hallmarks of modern urban society. In places where cars are the dominant transport medium, as they are in suburban America, their presence and availability make them integral att ributes of modern society, providing essential access to the services of that society. I fi nd it hard to imagine a mode of egalitarian modernity lacking the accessibility that automobiles supply to the economy and to so vast a proportion of today's people.
Yes, I of course, realize that real and serious costs are associated with cars; many analysts and commentators have been exposing those costs. But I'm also alert to the great benefi ts that are associated with widespread auto use and yet are typically ignored by those same analysts and commentators. I'm bett ing that a qualitative and unbiased benefi t-cost analysis of cars in contemporary America would show that benefi ts far exceed costs. I'm also bett ing the analysis would expose a large defi cit accounted by the many carless people who remain handicapped for lack of personal vehicles. If we care about the benefi tcost ratio, we should be advocating a sustainability policy that calls for reducing costs while providing cars for the carless and for those others who still lack adequate access to the benefi ts of modern times. Concurrently, we also need to invent a form of public transit whose service att ributes resemble those of the private car -including door-todoor, no-wait, fl exible-route, and no-transfer service.
I expect such a successor to the automobile will eventually prove possible; but, until then, I vote for sustaining and selectively expanding America's currently dominant transport system. Yes, that of course, means additional and large-scale investments in infrastructure -in roads, fuels, safety equipment, practices to lessen environmental damage, and fi nancing systems to assure fi scal reliability for all transport modes. But it also means greater responsiveness to consumer wants and an increase in social equity. 
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